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SELECTED CORRELATES OP EFFECTIVE TEACHER
BEHAVIOR DURING CONCEPT INSTRUCTION:
THEIR DESIGN, UTILITY AND LIMITATIONS

Researchers and teachers have long been interested in questions surrounding

the nature of effective teaching. The traditional teacher effectiveness re-

search paradigm sought correlates between teacher personality, experiential, and/

or aptitude variables and criterion variables of student ratings or student achieve-

ment. The results of such studies have yielded little useful knowledge (Gage, 1963).

Receatly, a more productive approach has been sought through research on the

nature of instructional environments. One way of defining a learning environment

is in terms of the behavioral characteristics of its participants. The reasoning

underlying this emphasis is that the dominant features of an environment depend

upon the typical characteristics of its members and that certain environments tend

to reinforce or to extinguish specific behaviors. It is assumed that instructional

environments differ in the particular behaviors they reinforce and thus tend to

produce differential effects in terms of the nature, quantity, and quality of stu-

dent outcomes.

It ma- indeed be the case that optimal learning environments differ according

to the nature of the anticipated student outcome(s). That is, sub-environments

which are highly dissimilar may exist, even within one classroom, These varying

settings may serve to reinforce differing learning outcomes.. It is conceivable,

for example, that a sub-environment which reinforces divergent; creative thought

processes may not promote the learning of specific facts and generalizacions.

One of the tasks of investigators who attempt to identify optimal learning

environments is the determination of relevant aspects of sub-environments which

are likely to reinforce specific behavioral outcomes. In this connection, the need
-

for a taxonomy of situations and learner outcomes is apparent. One might-ask:
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(a) What are the basic categories of school goals (such as concept and gener-

alization learning, the development of divergent thinking skills, the development of

problem creation and solution skill)?

(b) Are there identifiable sub-environments which optimally promote such

learner outcomes?

Needless to say, such a taxonomy does not exist. We continue to view school

learning in terms of subject matter goals rather than in terms of general skills,

abilities, and attitudes which are supported by the various academic disciplines.

Most process-product research efforts are conducted in the context of describing

teaching as it occurs withfa subject matter parameters with little attention being

given to the types of learning or student achievement being promoted or even to

the teacher's intent, as reflected in course or instructional objectives.

Gage (1963) and Rosenshine and Furst (1971) have urged teacher behavior in-

vestigators to conduct studies such as those being suggested here, in which speci-

fically defined aspects of teacher behavior are examined. Such micro-effectiveness

studies could examine teacher and student behaviors in terms of instructional in-

tent, as reflected through statements of objectives. It may be useful to concentrar.e

some process-product research efforts around categories of student achievement in

order to investigate possible treatment by outcome relationships.

One category of student outcome is that of concept learning. The study reported

here is one in a projected series of investigations aimed at identifying and vali-

dating the characteristics of classroom sub-environments which promote optimum

levels of concept learning. One long-term goal of this research is to test the

generalizability of optimum concept learning sub-environments across types of learners

and across subject matter. The purpose of this paper is to describe and critique

the conceptualization and utility of the independent teacher process variables and

the instruments employed to measure these aspects of teacher behavior.
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Identifying Relevant Teacher Variables

Given the lack of a theory or conceptual model of teaching from which to

select behaviors, the task of identifying relevant teacher and student process

variables is the first critical step in the effort to collect valid and reli-

able data on the teaching act. Selected independent variables serve as hypotheses

regarding which behaviors are likely to occur during concept instruction and

which are likely to be relevant to student concept learning. Two basic assump-

tions guided the selection of relevant behaviors.

(1) Teacher behavior should be examined in terms of intent. Intent may be

derived from instructional objectives.

(2) Relevant process variables should be derived from existing theoretical

or empirical bases which proiide support for expecting certain relationships be-

twean instructional behavior and student outcomes.

The variables in this study were derived from previous process-product investigations

and from experimental studies of concept learning. The focus was on the verbal

cognitive aspect of the teacher's task rather than on all possible dimensions.

The generation of particular teacher process variables was facilitated by

asking the question: What are the characterisitcs of a concept instructional event

which relate logically to clear, effective instruction? This question was answered

as follows. In preparation for a concept instructional sequence, a teacher must

respond to at least three pragmatic concerns.

(1) What particular knowledge is needed to achieve the instructional objectives?

This question refers to the substantive aspect of instruction.

(2) What termindlogy ought to be employed to transmit meaningful ideas most
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effectively to learners? This question refers to the semantic aspect of instruction.

(3) What particular logical, procedural moves ought to be made during the

lesson to meet the instructional objectives most effectively? This question refers

to the strategic aspect of instruction.

Substantive, semantic, and strategic compone=ts of instruction served as major

categories for the generation of teacher antecedent and process variables. Follow-

ing is a brief explanation of each instructional component along with the names of

the variables employed in each category.

Substantive variables. The substantive aspect of an instructional event

refers to the body of knowledge explicitly made available to students during the

lesson. In a primarily discussion-mode lesson, much knowledge is made available

through teacher discourse or explanation. Scriven (1959) suggests the three

criteria of accuracy, adequacy, and relevance for satisfactory explanations.

These three criteria can aid in the identification of relevant antecedent as well

as process variables. Three antecedent questions are:

(1) How accurate is the teacher's knowledge (of the relevant subject)?

(2) How adequate or complete is the teacher's knowledge of the subject? and

(3) Is the knowledge which the teacher is able to ,4enerate relevant to the

knowledge demanded by the specific instructional objectives?

Five variables related to the substantive aspect of instruction were employed

in this study:

Accuracy (1) The concept definitions given or developed by the teacher are

accurate.

(2) The concept examples given or accepted by the teacher accurately

represent the concept.

Adequacy (1) The teacher explicitly states the necessary knowledge components
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(as implied by the instructional objectives).

(2) The teacher explicitly states the necessary concept labels or

names (as implied by the instructional objectives).

Relevance (1) The teacher's verbal behavior is appr:spriate to the achievement of

the instructional objectives for the lesson.

Substantiation for the accuracy, adequacy, and relevance variables can be

found both in previous processproduct investigations and in concept learning

studies. Positive relationships have been found between the variable "opportunity

to learn the criterion material" and student performance. The "opportunity to

learn" variable is similar to the adequacy and relevance variables employed in

this study. Rosenshine (1972), Shutes (1969), and Huscm (1967) found significant

positive correlations between measures of opportunity to learn and student achieve

ment. In both the Rosenshine and Shutes studies, actual tapescripts of lessons

were assessed to determine the extent of content coverage. In Husen's study,

teachers rated whether their students had the opportunity to learn the type of

problem(s) represented by the test items.

An important aspect of concept instruction is that the concept examples

illustrate the critical dimensions of the concept. Experimental investigations

on concept learning support the principle that as the critical properties of

the concept become more obvious, ease of concept attainment increases (Clark, 1971).

Inaccurate concept examples should, then, inhibit the efficient learning of con

cepts. In addition, experimental concept learning studies have shown that asso,Aa

ting the critical properties and instances of concepts with the concept name or

label increases the ease of subsequent concept attainment. This aspect of concept

instruction is reflected in the adequacy of concept label coverage variable.

Semantic variables. The semantic aspect of an instruction event refers to

the teacher's ability to convey meaning through appropriate choices of terminology.
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For this study, the semantic component was expanded to include syntactics, which

deals with the rules governing word order.

As children progressively become able to perform formal operational thought

processes, verbal language becomes increasingly more important as the medium of

instruction. For children in grades three through five, verbal language itself

is a major component of instruction. Semantic variables ought to play a critical

role in the assessment of effective communication in instruction.

Three semantic variables were examined in this study.

(1) The teacher employs a balance of concrete and abstract terminology.

(2) The teacher speaks in complete, rather than incomplete, choppy sentences.

(3) The teacher uses pronouns which clearly refer to their antecedents.

Certain semantic abilities of the teacher could be identified as antecedent

predictor variables to be ex-mined in future studies. Abilities which logically

relate to verbal performance during concept instruction might include such measures

as verbal fluency and divergent production of classes.

Strategic variables. Instructional strategy refers to the total set of

movements, or operations, performed by the teacher to achieve the instructional

objectives. A strategy is comprised of smaller elements or purposive moves. A

purposive mov,:: refers to an activity aimed at progressing the lesson from one sub-

stantive point to another. An utterance is a verbal expression performed by one

person at a given time. An utterance may contain a single purposive move, or may

contain several purposive moves. The specific purposive moves identified for this

study were derived from instructional variables found to relate to concept attain-

ment and from results of process-product investigations. The purposive strategic

moves and the anticipated direction of their relationship with student achievement

were:
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(1) The teacher

(2) The teacher

(3) The teacher

Z4) The teacher

(positive)

(5) The teacher

(6) The teacher

students to

(positive)

(7) The teacher

students to

application

(8) The teacher

(9)

(10)

(12)

(7)

gives a concept definition. (positive)

asks students to give a concept definition. (positive)

gives a positive or negative concept example. (pitive)

asks students to give positive or negative concept examples.

reviews and summarizes the main ideas in the lesson. (positive

asks a low order question. A low order question prompts

engage in recall or translation as cognitive processes.

asks a high order question. A high order questions requests

engage in cognitive processes of comparison/contrast, analysis

, or evaluation. (null)

changes or shifts the topic of the leszon. (null)

(a) The teacher signals a shift in the topic. (positive)

(b) The teacher employs a summary-signal-shift pattern. (positive)

(c) The teacher shifts the topic while asking a low order question.

(negative)

(d) The teacher shifts the topic while asking a high order question.

(negative)

The teacher asks a pair of questions in a series, not allowing time for

student response. (negative)

The teacher answers his/her own or a student's questIon by explaining.

(positive)

The teacher repeats his/her own quetion, following a student's response.

(negative)

The teacher rephrases his/her own question, following a student's responsie.

(negative)
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(13) The teacher tells students to stop irrelevant behavior; or, the teacher

engages in irrelevant behavior. (negative)

(14) Other behavior. Teacher's utterances which contained none of the above

purposive moves were coded ia this category.

Two additional strategic variables were added on the strength of results of several

process-product studies.

(1) The teacher expresses enthusiasm and interest in the content of the lesson.

(2) The teacher displays an on-task approach coward the classroom atmosphere

and its interactions.

Designing the Observation Instruments

Two major phases are apparent in the process of measuring classroom behavior:

(1) securing a record of a sample of the behaviors to be measured; and (2) quanti-

fying the record (Medley and Mitzel, 1963).

For this investigation, a record of classroom communication between teacher

and students was made on aucHo-tape recordings. Twenty-two teachers of students

in grades 3, 4, and 5 were instructed to conduct two concept lessons of forty-five

minutes each, on the economic concept specialization. Teachers were provided with

background knowledge on the concept and with a set of instructional objectives

for the two lessons. Fifteen children were randomly identified, from within the

intact class to which the teacher was assigned; this group became the teacher's

instructional class. Two full days prior to instruction, students were pre-tested

on a criterion-referenced measure matched to the instructional objectives; this

test was again administered following the second lesson. The class mean residual

gain score was the statistical unit of analysis representing teacher effectiveness

of concept instruction.

Despite the fact that the identification of relevant classroom behaviors has

been based on theory or on empirical evidence, there is no assurance that the quanti-
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fication system developed to describe the behaviors will be valid and reliable.

If an investigator is to develop a new quantification system, a number of major

decisions must be made. Each decision point serves as a source of invalidity.

The actual quantification system, at best, should be viewed as hypotheses that

certain definitions for variables and certain ways of recording behaviors are re-

lated to student outcome measures. The investigator must make decisions about

the recording procedure, item content, coding format, and the unit of analysis

for each observational system developed (Borich, 1977). These characteristics

of observational instruments will be discussed below in the context of the three

instruments developed for this study: the Observational System for Concept_ In-

struction (OSCI), the Tally Form and the Rating Form.

Recording Procedure. Sign or category procedures are used to record the

frequency of the behavior under consideration. If an event is recorded only once,

regardless of its actual frequency of occurrence, the recording instrument is

called a sign system. If an event is recorded each time it occurs, the recording

instrument is called a category system. A rating system is usually viewed as a

modified sign system, wherein the observer makes on estimate of the frequency of

an event, usually at the end of an observational session.

Two category systems and a modified category rating system were developed for

this study. The Observational System for Concept Instruction (OSCI) was designed

to record the sequence and frequency of the teacher (and student) strategic variables

(see Figure 1). The actual recording of behavior procedure employed with MI'

played no role in the quantification process; the quantification occurred after the

data were gathered and frequencies were summed across the categories.

The Tally Form (see Figure 2) was developed for the quantification of the ade-

quacy of the teacher's substantive presentation variables. From the set of instruc-

tional objectives, the investigator derived fifteen 'nowledge components, or-generali-
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zations, which encampassed the essential information required to know the meaning

of the concept and to fulfill the tasks implied 1:y the objectives (see Figure 3).

These generalizations defined the adequacy of knowledge coverage variable. A list

of nine essential concept labels was also derived from the instructional objectives

to define the adequacy of concept label coverage variable.

The trained observer listened to the audio-tape recorded lessons for verbal

indications of the teacher's explicit inclusion of each of the knowledge components

and of each of the concept labels. The essence of the meaning of each of the know-

ledge generalizations was sufficient; it was not necessary for the teacher's ter-

minology to be exactly that of the listed generalizations. A tally was made on

the adequacy Tally Form by the observer for each time the teacher actually stated

each of the knowledge components and each of the concept labels. Thus, the fre-

quency of occurrence of each generalization could be computed for each lesson

separately or for the combined lessons.

A modified category-rating system was also developed (see Figure 4) to quan-

tify the accuracy and relevance variables, the three semantic 1.ariables, and the

enthusiasm and class control variables. A seven step graphic scale was employed

with the anchors specifying the quality of performance, ranging from (1) very poor

performance to (7) very good, outstanding performance on each particular variable.

The observers were trained to listen to the audiu-tape recorded lessons for

specific examples of teacher behavior which would be indicative of the character-

istic underlying each variable. For example, two variables were concerned with

the accuracy of concept-specific substantive behavior: accuracy of concept de-

finitions and accuracy of concept examples. As the observer heard the teacher

provide either a concept definition or an example, the observer made an assessment

of the degree of accuracy of the teacher's statement. The observer made ratings

along the continuum for each variable to indicate judgments made during the audio-
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tape critique. At the end of the lesson, a summary rating, or an average of the

ratings made for specific behavioral instances, was made.

The rating scale was constructed in this manner in an attempt to increase the

level of obiectivity of the ratings by requirins, the observer to focus on specific

units of behavior. However, the attew cual frequency and quality of

behavior proved problematic. The obse ..:(1 with the doubly-difficult

task of (1) judging whether or not a particular kind of behavior occurred and de-

termining what kind of event it was (a qualitative judgment); and of (2) assessing

the degree to which a particular quality was present in the behavioral sample

(a quantitative judgment). This task was especially difficult with the semantic

variables where it was frequently difficult to find discrete, easily identifiable

examples of behavior which related to the variables as defined. The observer's

task was considerably less difficult with the accuracy and relevance variables;

the specific units of behavior -- the concept definition, concept example, and

teacher utterances -- were overt, discrete, arid easily distinguishable. However,

the difficulty of specifying behaviors representing the different levels of quality

implied in each variable contributed to observer bias.

Item content. Item content specifies the level of inference demanded from the

data and from the observers. Rosenshine distinguishes between low and high infer-

ence responses. Low inference responses or variables tap the directly observable,

specific, explicit phenomena of the environment. High inference responses or vari-

ables ask the observer to make a wholistic, global judgment about the meaning of

what is occurring. Low inference measures are commonly thought to maximize the

objectivity of the data; that is, the more molecular the variable, the more objective

the measurement can be. The recording of a sequence of interaction can be best

captured by employing a low inference system. High inference variables are usually

used to assess general teacher characteristics not easily measured by discrete be-
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haviors.

At one time, rating forms were practically defined as requiring high inference

judgments whereas category systems implied the use of low inference behaviors. This

is no longer the case. Items requiring a low level of inference can be found on

rating forms while items on sign or category system:: may demand a high or moderate

level of inference (Rosenshine, 1973). The u_ltica1 onsion regarding the level

of inference demanded deals with how directly obsei c the relevant behavior is.

How much judgment must an observer undertake in order to code a particular behavior?

Assessing the three instruments employed in this study in terms of item con,-

tent, one finds a range from high inference (enthusiasm) to moderate inference

(adequacy of knowledge coverage variable) to low inference (off-task talk) vaiables.

Many of the OSCI items demanded at least a mocNrate level of inference from

the observer. The observer had to be knowledgeable enough regarding the instruc-

tional content to be able to discern a positive or negative concept example pr a

concept definition when provided by the teacher. In very few cases would the

teacher signal that a particular statement served the purpose of a definition, an

example, or a review. Rather, the observer's task was to infer the intent of the

teacher's verbal behavior as specified by the categories of the observational sys-

tem. With OSCI, the observer must be engaged in a content as well as a process ana-

lysis simultaneously. Several category decisions are a function of previously

occurring content and processes; thus, considerable information must be stored by

the coder who successfully employs the OSCI. On the average, 211-3 hours were

necessary for the coding of each 45 minute lesson. This indicates at least a

moderate level of difficulty and certainly more than low inference judgments.

The adequacy of knowledge coverage variable on the Tally Form also demanded

at least a moderate level of inference from the observer. While the observer was

looking for discrete, overt, concrete behaviors - the appropriate teacher utter-
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ances were not consistently easily observable. The observer's task was tp assess

the meaning of the teacher's explicit statements containing a knowledge component

and to match that meaning to one (or none) of the generalizations stated on the Tally ,

Form. The observer's task on the adequacy of concept label covc:age variable, by

contrast, was low inference. The teacher either did or did not say the name of

the concept.

The variables on the Ratir, n demanded a moderate to high level of infer-.

ence from the observers. Th cu and relevance variables involved comparing

the teacher's behavior with a standard body of knowledge. This meant that the

observer had to be a subject matter expert in order to accurately assess these

variables. The enthusiasm and on-task variables demanded high inference judgments;

attempting to identify specific examples of behaviors illustrative of these two

variables to count during the lesson proved to be difficult. Revision of the Rating

Form should include renaming the enthusiasm and on-task variables possibly as

paired rating scales (stimulating vs. dull; alert vs. apathetic; businesslike,

task-oriented vs. laissez faire) to be assessed once at the end of an observation

or as ratings which are made every five minutes (or so) during the observatiou.

Coding format. A single coding format records a behavior on one dimensipn

(Borich, 1977) while, with a multiple coding format, a behavior is coded according

to any number of dimensions (Rosenshine, 1973). The OSCI has a type of multiple

coding format: behaviors are subdivided into (a) type of speaker -- teacher or

student, (b) type of communication -- question asking, or information giving and

(c) relationship of communication to task-on-task vs. off-task talk. Behaviors

are coded only once, however, but are recorded as they occur sequentially.

Unit of analysis. The unit of teacher behavior which is coded on OSCI is the

purposive move. A purposive move refers to an activity performed by the teacher

which has the apparent function or effect of progressing the lesson from one sub-
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stantive or process point to another. Each purposive move is a statemem or

question which expresses a more or less complete idea and which serves a single

function, as defined by the categories of the observational system. Every change

of purposive move or speaker necessitates a new coding entry. (See Figures 5

and 6 for examples of coded teacher and student verbal behavior using the OSCI.)

A purposive move should be distinguished from an utterance; and mtterance is a

verbal expression performed by one person at a given time. An utterance may con-

tain one, severe lye moves. OSCI is able L:o record the frequency

and sequence of purposive moves, but not the duration of each move. To the ex-

tent that time spent on particular purposive moves influencew student learning,

the absence of a duration-weighting mechanism on the OSCI is a source of distor-

tion.

Various units of behavior were necessary for the variables on the Rating

Form. The observers attempted to assess definitions given or accepted, examples

given or accepted, and teacher utterances for the accuracy and relevance variables.

Reliability of Observation InstrumentF.

The accuracy '2f any observational system is partially quction of (a) the

consistency of ob. Ltrvations among those judging the behavio. and (b) the test-retest

reliability or the stability of teacher behavior measured across changes in pupils,

content, and/or time. Following is a discussion of these two aspects of reliability

as they relate to the three instruments employed in this study.

Rater consistency. The investigator and a trained assistant were the ob-

servers for this study. The training program consisted of four parts: (1) gaining

familiavity with th- substantive aspect of the concept specialization; (2) learning

the definitions ind distinguishing characteristics of the teacher.(and student)

process variables; (3) practicing coding and rating the process behaviors using'
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pilot test data; and (4) establishing inter-coder agreements. Three eight-hour

training sessions were held before the criterion reliability level of 0.80 of

observer agreement was achieved for each of the three instruments.

Coder agreement data were gathered by having the two observers independently

critique the same audio-taped lesson using the OSCI. A second lesson was critiqued

independently by each observer using the Rating and Tally Forms. Coefficients of

observer agreement on OSCI were calculated by using the formula proposed by Scott

(Flanders, 1965). Scott's coefficient, pi, (70 is determined by the formula

a = Po-Pe
1-Pe

where Po is the proportion of agreement and Pe is the proportion of agreement ex-

pected by chance, which is found by squaring the proportion of tallies in each

category and summing these over all categories.

Levels of agre6i, tt!tween observer one and observer two at the end of the

training period.were h = 0.92 for each of two independently coded audio-taped

lessons of forty-five m==tes each. At a mid-point in the data coding period,

a second corificient of ,:ibse71-ger agreement was calculated, utilizing one of the

originally coded audio-ctapes Scott's coefficient of agreement was 11 = 0.90.

Consistency checi time were also computed, comparing each observer's

degree of agreement with self on the OSCI and the Tally Form. For observer one,

7 = 0.83; for observEr tWO, 11 = 0.86. Rating Forms were marked almost identi-

cally by the two obsen rs on all consisiancy checks.!

Observers were Kind to :he criteric4 variable data during the entire coding

period. The classroom rces data were contained on twenty-two audio-tapes.

The tapes were stratified al-ng grade levels represented and then randomly di-

vided into two sets. Ear:h _ the observers was assigned a set of eleven tapes to

which the OSCI was applit The observers then exchanged sets of tapes
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and applied the Tally and Rating Forms to this new set. This procedure was em-

ployed to achieve independence of observations between the OSCI and the other

two measures.

With experienced classroom observers and with sufficient training, acceptable

levels of rater agreement can usually be achieved. That was the case for this

study. However, in planning a replication study, reliability can be improved

upon by (a) increasing the number of observers, and (b) excluding the investigator

from the observer pool. In addition, independence of observations can be increased

by having observers apply only one observational system to each classroom sample.

Teacher stability. Is teacher behavior reasonably stable across content, time,

and pupils? Which aspects of behavior might be likely to be stable and which types

of behavior might be expected to vary across various changes in setting? These

remain unanswered questions. If teacher behavior varies widely across conditions,

a separate index of teacher skill would,have to be constructed for each situation

in order to assess teacher effectiveness. Shavelson and Dempsey (1976) report

equivocal findings in their review of the generalizability and stability of measures

of teacher behavior. Lack of standardization of measures contributes to an inability

to draw comparisons across studies. However, in general, it appears that the

global, high inference ratings on teacher behavior appear to be more stable than the

low inference, counted measures. Rosenshine (1970) reports moderate consistency

in teaching behavior when the same material is taught to different pupils. This

generalization was summarized from a limited number of studies, however. While

it appears that teacher behavior may be moderately consistent over brief periods

of time, behavior is less stable over time and across changes in content. Borich

(1977) suggests that we may not be tapping the kinds of behaviors vhich.are rela-

tively stable over time and/or presently used instruments may be confounding the

data.
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For this study, teachers conducted two lessons of forty-five minutes each on

consecutive days to the same group of students. One set of instructional objectives

was used to guide the teacher's corstruction of both lessons. The correlations

for the low inference, counted variables recorded on OSCI and the Tally Form are

shown (3.-1 Table 1.

Table 1 here

One might expect some degree of consistency of strategic and substantive

behaviors given common ccntent and students. However, given the result 1 L

studies in which low inference variables showed little stability even across two

lessons, the correlations shown on Table I are surprising. A number of teacher

behaviors measured by OSCI remained fairly stable: the giving of concept defini-

tions (0.49), the giving of positive concept examples (0.48), signalling a change

in the topic (0.45), explaining (0.67), asking a low order question (0.70), asking

a high order question (0.48), signalling and changing the topic simultaneously

(0.43), and off-task behavior (0.95). Low frequencies of behavior on several of

the variables may have contribured to low stability coefficients. The means for

the adequacy of content coverage variable represented the average number of know-

ledge components provided by the teachers in each lesson. Apparently, teachers

were very_consistent in their provision of knowledge (0.54) and of concept labels

(0.69).

One wonders about the generalizability of these concept-related behaviors

across time, type of student, type of concept and across the teaching of concepts

from other disciplines. It is hoped that similar investigations can be conducted

to examine these relevant variables.

The stahility coefficients for the rated teacher variables are shown on

Table 2.

Table 2 here
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Not surprisingly, the coefficients are consistently high, The question is whether

this degree of stability is an attribute of teacher behavior or an artifact of the

measurement procedure. The dimensions of teacher behavior assessed by the vari-

ables on the Rating Form are not intended to be mutually exclusive. It is con-

ceivable that any given teacher could perform consistently well or poorly on each

of the variables. However, several problems with the Ratinr rnrm --r4ables are

apparent; these cone'-ions probably influenced the observers to make subjective

and impressionistic assessments.

The rater's task was to make assessments of behavioral indications of each

variable. However, relevant information available to the rater varied from one

variable to another and from one teacher to another. This variability may have

encouraged the rater to be influencad by other, unknown charatteristics of the

teachers. Also, for most variables, the definitiona proved to be inadequate for

the range of behaviors encountered.

As shown in Table 3, high interccrrelations are evident for all of the rated

variables.
Table 3 here

This makes one cautious about calling each variable by a separate name. One won-

ders about the intercorrelations of rated variables in other studies which have

reported high stability measures for rated behaviors.

For future investigations, confidence in the rated measures can be enhanced by

(a) specifically defining each variable, providing example behaviors at points

along the scale; (b) increasing the number of independent ratings; and (c) de-

signing high and low inference independently derived measures of the same character-

istic. This last point will enable the examination of the degree of correspondence

between se2s of logica=ly related behaviors.
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Validity of Observation Instruments

Most teacher behavior investigations aim at establishing relationships be,-

tween measures of behavior and a criterion measure. When the measures are col-

lected at about the same time, the effort is one of establis concurr iL ili-

dity. Predictive validity implies the ai)UL] of the behaviors to relate to

achievement over time. Tables 4 and 5 present the teacher behavior correlates

of student achievement on concept tasks adninistered immediately following in-

struction.

Tables 4 and 5 about here

(See Armento, Beverly, "Teacher Behaviors Related to Student Achievement on a

Social Science Concept Test," A paper presented at AERA, 1976 for a discussion

of these data).

The validity issue surrounding teacher behavior studies is that of construct

validity or the ability of observation systems to measure the teacher or student

behaviors they purport to measure. Borich (1977) proposes that observational

systems should be able to demonstrate conlrergent and discriminant validity. That

is, a particular behavior measured on one instrument should correlate signifi-

cantly with a similar or same behavior measured on another instrument. In addi-

tion, that correlation should be "higher than either that between dissimilar

behaviors on the same instrument or that between dissimilar behaviors measured

by different observation"coding instruments' (Borich, 1977, p. 20).

In the study being reported, three instruments were employed. No obvious

attempt was made to define the relevant variables along different types of scales;

thus, minimal data exist to examine the convergent and divergent validity of

the measures. However, an example of this procedure can be illustrated.
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hods

A

T. behaviors T, behaviors

Gives definition Off-task Adequacy of On-task
Behavior Content Coverage rating

1 (.49)
A

2 -.06

1 .43

2 .32

1 2

(.95)

-.43

-.71

1

(.54)

.75

2

(.96)

In the above illustration, Method A is OSCI and Method B represents both

the Tally and Rating Forms. The teacher strategic behavior, gives concept defi-

nition, can be viewed as similar to the adequacy of content coverage. While the

on-task rating should be strongly inversely related to the actual counting of off-

task behavior, one would not expect the on-task behavior to diverge from Al and

B1 variables. Rather, the on-task rating should be measuring behavior contained

in each of the Al and B1 variables, and thus can be expected to be a positive correlate

of same.

The premises underlying convergent and discriminant validity are: (1) the
....

correlation between the same behavior measured by the same method (reliability)

should be higher than (2) the correlation between the same behavior measured

by two different methods -- which in turn, should be higher than (3) the correlation

between two different behaviors measured by the same method -- which in turn,

should be higher than (4) the correlation between two different behaviors measured

by two different methods, (Borlch, 1977). By using the premises, one can see

2 2
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that relatively good convergent and discriminant validity is indicated for the

behaviors, giving definitions, covering content, and off-task behavior. The

on-task behavior variable behaves as expected.

A second illustration can be examined:

Methods

A

T. Behaviors T. Behaviors

A

Gives example Off-task Adequacy of concept On-task
Behavior label coverage rating

1 2 1 2

1 (.48)

2 (-.42) (.95)

1 .47 -.30 (,69)

2 .61 -.71 .61 (.96)

Again, the convergence of the gives example and adequacy of Concct label coverage

variables, supports the notion that these measures are assessing similar behaviors.

Both convergent and discriminant validity are relatively good for three behaviors,

with the on-task rating converging with the specific on-task behaviors.

The intercorrelations for the behaviors measured by OSCI and the Tally Form appear

to be internally consistent; that is,related and unrelated items correlate

as predicted. ThiS cannot be said for the variables assessed by the Rating Form,

where all behaviors converge, and thus probably do not measure identifiable aspects

of teacher behavior.
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Summary. Future examinations of concept instruction should include a

broader range of high and low inference measures which are designed to asses the

same or similar dimensions of teacher behavior. This provision will enable a more

thorou6h assessment of the construct validity of the instruments. In addition,

the semantic variables, in particular, need to be reconceptualized and a more

reliable measure developed for their assessment. Each of the variables

presently measured by the Rating Form is in need of refinement apd redefinition.

The behaviors measured by OSCI and the Tally Form appear to be more

accurate assessments of the variables as defined. Several behaviors demonstrating

at least a moderate degree of stability also related significantly to

student achievement: the adequacy of content coverage and the adequacy of

concept label coverage as measured by the Tally form; and the teacher gives

concept definitions and gives positive concept examples.

Substantive, semantic, and strategic teacher behaviors can be revised

on the basis of this study. However, these basic categories of behavior

continue to be viable; changes are apparently needed in the type of measureMent

employed with a few of the variables.

It is hoped that replication and extension studies will be conducted

with the revised instruments to test the generalizability of the more promising

substantive and strategic.behaviors across changes in pupils, time, and

type and content of concept instruction.
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Figure 1

Observational System for Concept Instruction (OSCI)
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Symbols

Teacher Behavior:

represents the teacher's giving of either
a concept definition or a concept example.

represents the teacher's asking for either
a concept definition or a concept example.

p represents a positive concept example.

n represents a negative concept example.

Student Behavior: , -
In response to a teacher's lOw or high order
question, (C,L,T,I) represent the following:

C is a correct response.
L is a logical response.
T is a true . . . but response.
I is an incorrect response.

c represents a correct concept example or definition.

i represents an incorrect concept example or definition,
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Figure 2

Tally Form (Short Form for Data Collection)

Know'ige Components

Specialization is the concentration, focusing
on a small aspect of some whole

Specializing accentuates and creates
differences ......

Division of labor implies role differentia-
tion

Specialization occurs in at least three
forms: technological, occupational, and
geographical

L.'m of specialization is efficiency .

Specialization allows people and regions to
use to best advantage their differences in
skill, knowledge, interest, and resources

Specialization necessitates interdependence

Specialization necessitates trade

Specialization implies certain problems:

need for interdependence

possible loss of efficiency in one area

low transfer of specialized skills

possible boredom

Concept Labels

Specialization

Division of labor

Technological specialization
Occupational specialization
Geographical specialization

Interdependence
Dependence

Trade
Exchange .
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Figure 3
Generalizations Defining the Basic Knowledge
Implied by the Instructional Objectives

1. Specialization is the concentration or focusing upon
some small asnect of a defined whole.

2. The process of specializing creates and accentuates
differences.

3. Division of labor implies role differentiation.

4. Specialization occurs as the Level of technology is
differentiated to replace human resources.

5. Specialization occurs as human roles are differentiated
in occupational endeavors.

6. Specialization occurs as geographical regions serve
differentiated functions.

7. The major aim of any of the three forms of specialize,-
tion is increased efficiency, or the production of
more from fewer resources.

8. Specialization allows people to use to best advantage
their differences in skill, knowledge, interest, and
resources.

9. Specialization allows people to use regional differences
in natural resources to best advantage.

10. Specialization necessitates interdependence.

11. Specialization necessitates exchange or trade.

12. Specialization implies the need for interdependence;
this can be a problem.

13. When one specializes in one aspect of production, it is
likely that one will lose efficiency in other areas
of production.

14. There is often a low degree of transfer of specialized
skills and capabilities from one aspect of production
to another.

15. Certain repetitive specialized tasks often bring the
problem of boredom.



Rating For:-.:

L,ating Code:

(27)

4

-:isurement of High Inference
:-rocess Variables

1 = verT pErformence on this variable
2 = poor ... errfr--- ace on this variable

3 = sUgti everage on this veriable
4 = avera mance on this variable
5 = sligh:i average on this variable
6 = good e on this variable
7 = very-i:Ad :.7tanding performance on this variable

1. Accuracy of C ipecific Teacher Behavior

a. Definitic .:- or developed by the teacher are
accurate,

1 2 5 6 7

b. Examples g accepted by the teacher correct2y
represent icept.

1 2 5 6 7

Sub-total--Accuracy

2. Relevance c: TEe-z Behavior to Instructional Oblectives

Teacher -as are appropriate to the achievement
of the _onal objectives for the lesson.

1

3. Teacher Language

Sub-total--Relevance

a. The teacher uses a balance of abstract-concrete
words.

1 2 3 4 5 6

2 9



3. " utterances are minimal. Complete -;entences
_e

3 4 5

c. Js. words" are miz.i. The referen:
is seldom In don:: , pronouns clearli- 'er

,r antecedents.

2 3 4 5 6 7

5_,:-total--Semantics

expresses enthliEiasm arid fnterest the

:nti f the lesson.

2 3 4 5 6 7

Sub-total--Euthusiasm

5 ---z3e :ea ler displays an on-task approach.

3 4 5 6 7

Sub-totalOn-task

TOTAL

(28)



Fig.ure 5

An of Coded Teach7 Strategic E vior
rh -7ac1m, 1 System fcr ComcePt _ae,rucriot.

Examales

Review-1n

Answerin
Lower
Hi
Re
Re

7

hra017-
off tegk
Other

(?

122n)

4

Tn talis z f coded teacr verba: mabovimr,
the teaczier the major fdz. already- 11sented
in lesgcn C21,, sizr.A.s a chang:e tbe ropf= calanges

the topiz (repm-s,sszL.:ed by th-, la giVes a
concept titir:lor 4), gives threE, ..:D5itive concept

examples then as-i-:s a 1:0u- Order qu,o,5tion (8)

All cf s-J07- 71:oosive MOVes OCzurred :fa On'e Utter"'
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FigtIr 6

An E:camle of coded TElecher--Student ProceOs Beha
u,ing obsetvarionaI SySte=m for concept strte

The following teacher_arudeOr interaction 1.0 repinf:-=t .bY
the ceding shown in Figure 6.

T: Can Yon name an soMPle of occupaontal
sPeoialization thar ve haven't Menrioned
(In 010e 2 the teaober asks for a posiriv=-, :ontept
e%amplQ.)

S: My father works on the aosembly line at R and

sDeoializes in ins011ing tubes in color T., ets.

the studett Aives a cOrreer Cancel): SItataple),

S: My 0-g sister is ecodying to be a nurse. 2.-nat' a

stecialized kind of Joh. (In 4, a studem :IA-a. a

trrect concept exolnle.)

T: Y,:s, You're both correct. Another eXamplc mig-=

o'zcaatiooal therapl.qs, (In 5, Ole teacher gives
a positive (oncept aXample.)

S: I don't understand, What's that? (It 6, the
student exPressea oistnclerstanding,)
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Teacher Low infare
Process Variab1e

Table :

of Teacher low I( -erenG' ?ehajors
ac-r::as Two Bocia_ S e c..tils

-.2aught an Consecutt

F z 3aq on

(31)

Second L.3sc..-.7 Stability
S7 oefficiemt

G4ves ConcePt

Asks for Concept Dei=ioz

Gives Positive Conc.%Pt Examiple

Gives Negative Conc=Pt E-xample

Asks for Positive Concept ExamPle

Asks for Negative Concept ExamPle

Signals e Topic Chaga

Reviews, S arJ.ze in 1ea

Explains, Answers

Asks tow 'Order Ouec-.!--ion

Asks High Order Que5tion

Re peats Question A student Response

Rephrases Question ,e-fter Student Resr..:,nse

Signals and Changez ToPtc SimultateonslY

ChanSes Topic With a tow Order Questi=nn

Changes Topic With a lligb Order Question

Asics Pairs of Otleolls

Tells Students to ilrrelevanL Behavior

Other

-
Adeqnacy of Content )--4-'17.--age

Adeq uacy of Concept _Label Coverage

* P *.05
** P

9-
C.

64-

4

8.)-

2. 9

/17

1.1;

2. 61

1-44

7-51

0 53

1.44

2.09

3.00

6.41

0.23

0.91

- Does Not Oc

4.48

3.14

7.09

21.56

6.44

2.81

3.43

3.90

7.12

9.62

1.61

10.56

731

0.49*

0.33

0.48*

O.:- -0.19

1., .

3.64

5.00

8.50

36.91 18.-7

7.27 7.

2.18 2.36

3.27 -.07

3.32

4.27 4.37

0.91 1.11

7.05 5.24

9.14 :3.34

Z.32 1. 39

17.55 3 . 08

10.64

0.45*

0.14

0.67**

r.70**

.48*

0.25

0-35

0-43*

0-39

-C.01

c.33

0.95**

-C.03

0.69**



Tab: 2

'-:-.1tf1ity of Teacher Mferen.ze
7.-:.70 Social (7..ncE Trz: Lessons Tar.vr.:

Conseontil7E :1=22

Inferencs:

77'7 ss sriablec

Cu:7:277of definitions

cuirec7, of examples

lere cf behavior to .E.-ctfves

o= con=rete/abstraz..

Use of czimplts sentences

?roper use of P ronouns

ri_sp12.777s enthusiasm

7istab1ishes ccntrol over -Lezrning
sit=zulom

St ility

1.96**

* p tS-05

** P
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Len) Order Matrix for Rated
Teac./er P:-.1;eal, Variables

1. Defines Concept accura:

2. Provddes acturate
examTles

3. Expresses behavicr re1.2.vant

to cbjectives

/Achieves a balance between
concrete and abstract ter-
tinology

5. Uses complete sentences and
clear pronoun referents

6. Displays dnterest and enthu-
siasm over the content: of
the lesson

7. 2.)isplays -primarLLy ot, task,

_ow toLE-e behavlor

35

2 3

.94 .87

5

_78

.34

.92

. 76 .70 1.89

.8L .77 .90

.83 H1

.75 .84

.E3 .86

.87
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TABLE 4. PEARSON PRODUCT MOMENT CC1IRELATI0 N COEPT:CTENTS
FOR LOW INFERENCE TEACHER PROCESS VAMIABLES Ail1 CLA.SS
RESIDUAL MEAN GAIN SCORES (.11 a 22)

Teacher Process Varimbles Le.ve, ofCorrelataon ---Igniracance

Gives concept definition .426 .02*

Asks for concept definition .190

Gives positive concept example .497 .009**

Gives megative concept example ..223

Asks foT positive concept example .177

Asks for negative concept example Dees not occur

Signals a topic Change -.008

Reviews, suumarizes main ideas .376 .04*

Asks lower order questions -.098

Asks higher order questions -.047

Repeats questico after student
response

Rephrases question aer studeirt
response -.Z57

Signaas and changes th: topdc
simultamvousay -.171

Uses revimw-signal-shit plitterm .222

Changes tnpio with a Low order
question --30t

Changes tnpic with a ht.tgh order
question .162

Asks pairs of questions -.013

Tells studts to stop irrelevant
behavior -.050

Other, incluiing sub.,tantive
digrelcos

Adequacy content covera,;.e .456 Al**

Adequacy of concept label
coverage .128 .atio4**

*p 4.05

*op 4-.01
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TAElE 5.PEARSON PRODUCT MOMENT CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS
F473 HIGH INFERENCE TEACHER PROCESS VARIABLES AND CLASS
RESIDUAL MEAN GAIN SCORES

Teacther Prczess Variables Correlation Level of
Significance

Accuracy of concept definitions .326

Accuracy of concept examples ..376 .04*

Relevance ---2f behavior to
objectives .370 .04*

-7-'alance between concrete and
Llbstract terminology .381 .04*

1:5es complete sentences and
rrect pronouns .274

Expresses interest and enthusiasm
over content of lesson .478 .o1**

On-tmsk, low noise behavior ,279

.01
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